This may be treated as "UTMOST IMPORTANCE".

Issuance of PPS and TPSC manually with immediate effect.

Instructions to all the Field Engineers and Revenue Divisional Officers in the State are directed to give specific

Therefore, all the District Collectors in the State are directed to give specific

With regard to the above, as instructed vide reference 3"cr" dated 28.06.2017,
electronic Passbook – cm-pub ‘Title Deed’

"(i) combining TD and PPS as TPSC to enable the land holders/owners to obtain

Passbook and Title deed.

Amendment ordinance, 2017” with the following key objective referred to Part

Promulgating "The Telangana Rights in Land and Particular Pass Books

Further vide reference 2"cr" dated 26.03.2017, the Government has issued Gazette

e-PPS are brought into force.

By using the inherent feature of unique ID generated from the Wednesday – TPMS until

Attention is invited to the subject and Reference vide dated 28.06.2017

***

Ordinance No. 1 of 2017

2. The Telangana Gazette, Part IV B, Extraordinary (Telangana


Stoppage of issuance of manual PPS – Instructions Issued – Reg.

Sub: CMRO – Office of CCLA, Hyderabad – e-PPS

CCLA Circular Instructions CMRO/39/393/2015, dated 28.06.2017

CIRCULAR NO. 34

Telangana, Hyderabad

Chief Commissioner of Land Administration,

Office of the